Ramrod pipes, “Golden Age” era, octagon, with ring bands:
Formed from sheet brass or nickel silver, as were most originals.

- **#RP-TC-GA-E-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-GA-F-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, forward $ 5.99
- **#RP-TC-GA-F-5-S** rod pipe, 5/16", nickel, forward $ 7.29
- **#RP-TC-GA-E-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-GA-F-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $ 5.99

Deep rings surround three octagon flats, with no undercut side flats which can complicate inletting. Made like fine original rod pipes.

- **#RP-TC-GA-E-6-S** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, entry $11.49
- **#RP-TC-GA-F-6-S** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, forward $ 7.29
- **#RP-TC-GA-E-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-GA-F-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, forward $ 5.99
- **#RP-TC-GA-E-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, entry $11.49
- **#RP-TC-GA-F-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, forward $ 7.29

Ramrod pipes, fancy octagon, with embossed “thumbnail” skirt:
Made of brass or nickel silver. Use octagon lugged forward pipes.

- **#RP-TC-DOT-E-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-OF-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-OF-5-S** rod pipe, 5/16", nickel, forward $ 6.59
- **#RP-TC-DOT-E-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-S** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, forward $ 6.59
- **#RP-TC-DOT-E-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-OF-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-DOT-E-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, entry $11.99
- **#RP-TC-OF-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, forward $ 6.59

Ramrod pipes, fancy octagon style, with grooved flat ring ends:
Formed from sheet brass or nickel silver, as were most originals.

- **#RP-TC-OE-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, entry $ 8.69
- **#RP-TC-OF-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-OE-5-S** rod pipe, 5/16", nickel, entry $ 9.79
- **#RP-TC-OF-5-S** rod pipe, 5/16", nickel, forward $ 6.59
- **#RP-TC-OE-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry $ 8.69
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-S** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, forward $ 6.59

A variation of our fancy octagon style, with raised “thumbnail” embossed into the entry pipe skirt, as found on many originals.

- **#RP-TC-OF-6-S** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, forward $ 6.59
- **#RP-TC-DOT-E-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, entry $ 9.29
- **#RP-TC-OF-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-DOT-E-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, entry $11.99
- **#RP-TC-OF-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, forward $ 6.59

Ramrod pipes, fancy octagon style, with flat ring ends:
Polished brass ramrod pipes, for 5/16" or 3/8" ramrod. Use our matching forward rod pipes, shown above.

- **#RP-TC-FOE-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, entry $ 8.79
- **#RP-TC-OF-5-B** rod pipe, 5/16", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-FOE-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry $ 8.79
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $ 5.39

Similar to our “Golden Age” style, ringed ends are flat with grooves instead of deep rings. No side flats allow easy inletting.

- **#RP-TC-OE-6-S** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, entry $ 9.79
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", nickel, forward $ 6.59
- **#RP-TC-OE-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, entry $ 8.69
- **#RP-TC-OF-7-B** rod pipe, 7/16", brass, forward $ 5.39
- **#RP-TC-OE-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, entry $ 9.79
- **#RP-TC-OF-7-S** rod pipe, 7/16", nickel, forward $ 6.59

Fancy entry ramrod pipes for octagon style, with flat ring ends.
Polished brass ramrod pipes, for 5/16" or 3/8" ramrod. Use our matching forward rod pipes, shown above.

- **#RP-TC-FOE-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, entry $ 8.79
- **#RP-TC-OF-6-B** rod pipe, 3/8", brass, forward $ 5.39